
 
 
 
 
NEW ROBENS ODYSSEY TENTS DESIGNED TO PERFORM WHERE NATURE RULES  
 

Award-winning outdoor equipment 
manufacturer, Robens, has launched a new 
range of rugged, technical tents designed for 
use in European wilderness conditions to meet 
the challenges of a wide range of all-season 
outdoor activities where weight and pack size 
are critical. All tents in the Odyssey range are 
quick and easy to pitch by clipping on to the 
exoskeleton frame and offer practical space 
without a huge weight/pack size penalty.  
 
The tents are made from Robens HydroTex 

AWT-T 30D ripstop polyester fabric. While the outer surface is siliconized to enhance performance, 
the inner surface has a PU-coating so the seams can be taped to ensure an uncompromised 
3,000mm hydrostatic head. Polyester is chosen over nylon for its inherent UV-resistance and its 
hydrophobic properties that prevent the fibres absorbing water. This means a Robens Odyssey tent 
stays taut and stable in wet conditions to prevent damage and water entry from flapping.  
 
Stability is further enhanced by using Robens Storm Guard guying that directly links fabric with the 
DAC aluminium alloy Pressfit poles and pegs. Double rope pegging points ensure easy positive 
adjustment on all tents.  
 
The Odyssey range comprises the Elk River 1 for solo use, the two-person Buck Creek 2 and the 
three-person Stony Brook 3. A Wing Tarp adds versatility. 
 
The 1.52kg Elk River 1 (pictured right) is a sloping tunnel 
design that uses a clip-on external single hoop with a ridge 
pole to create and maintain an aerodynamic shape − the 
occupant has enough head room to sit in the inner close to 
its door. Entry to the tent is via a front door that folds to 
one side. This features a double zip so the door can be 
cracked open at the top for additional ventilation. The front 
porch is large enough for backpack and boots.  

 
The 2.35kg Buck Creek 2 (pictured left) is also a 
sloping tunnel design with enough head room to sit 
the two occupants in the inner close to its door. 
The tent clips onto an external frame that has a 
ridge pole to extend the porch area for the 
additional storage required for two. The porch has 
a partial groundsheet to protect content while 
providing ‘wet’ access where boots can be left. 
Entry to the tent is via a side door that folds to one 

side. This features a double zip so the door can be cracked open at the top for additional ventilation. 
  



The 3.31kg Stoney Brook 3 tunnel tent 
(pictured left) sleeps three with sitting head 
room throughout. The tent clips onto an 
external frame that has a ridge pole to 
extend front and back porches. This provides 
the storage and access versatility required by 
three occupants. The porches have a partial 
groundsheet to protect content while 
providing ‘wet’ access where boots can be 
left. Each porch has a side door that folds to 

one side. This features a double zip so the door can be cracked open at the top for ventilation.  
 
The addition of the 0.79kg Wing Tarp (pictured right) opens the 
possibility of adding extra shelter to a tent or for use as a 
standalone shelter for lightweight adventures or on-the-trail 
protection using walking poles as support.  
 
For further information and prices, plus details of your nearest 
retailer, visit robens.co.uk  
 

ENDS (542 words) 

Editor’s notes  
 
High resolution and web images for use with this press release can be downloaded using the 
following link http://bit.ly/2CX5qpn The usual Oase Outdoors ApS copyright applies.  

RRPs and links:  
Brand website robens.co.uk 
Odyssey range robens.de/en-gb/tent-ranges/odyssey-range 
Elk River 1 £325 robens.de/en-gb/shop/outdoor-tents/elk-river-1 
Buck Creek 2 £374.99 robens.de/en-gb/shop/outdoor-tents/buck-creek-2 
Stony Brook 3 £434.99 robens.de/en-gb/shop/outdoor-tents/stony-brook-3 
Wing Tarp £155.99 robens.de/en-gb/shop/outdoor-tents/wing-tarp 
 
Robens and HydroTex are registered trademarks  
 
Robens continues to test all its tents using its own in-house facilities and, during the tests, register 
the maximum (MAX) speed impact a tent was subjected to and the average (AVG) wind speed at 
which structural instability occurred. Structural instability may show as the collapse of tent, 
returning to shape when the wind drops, or a broken/deformed pole. At no point did Robens 
encounter any form of catastrophic failure up to the maximum wind speed and an icon is now used, 
including on the Robens website, to show the MAX and AVG figures for each tent. The Wind Test 
figures are:  
Elk River 1 MAX 140km/h and AVG 107km/h  
Buck Creek 2 MAX 140km/h and AVG 118km/h  
Stony Brook 3 MAX 135km/h and AVG 115km/h  
 
For media assistance please contact our Communications Executive: Clive Garrett  
Email: cga@oase-outdoors.com Tel: 01529 497777 Mobile: 07880 878080 
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